Leadership Training Development

Comments from NCCW LTD Program Attendees

What surprised you the most?

- The creative mixers
- Activities – learned about the ladies at the table
- Information on the officers positions
- Expertise of speakers and quality of program
- How interesting and useful the information was
- Very down-to-earth discussions which engaged everyone
- How interactive we were and how enjoyable the activities
- How much we all have in common
- How much I learned and enjoyed it
- How relevant the material has been
- All the opportunities to be creative
- The strength of the messages – they were straight, precise, GREAT and easy to REMEMBER and practice
- The speakers staying to an agenda but not being boring and keeping everyone’s attention
- Stories and exercises
- The good variety in the presentations

If offered with other topics, would you attend another LTD program and why?

- Yes, we always need to improve.
- Yes, we need training on a regular basis.
- Yes, it’s great learning new skills to take back to our council and parish.
- Yes, to learn to grow and network.
- Yes, knowledge is virtuous.
- Yes, we need to grow consistently and adapt to changing times.
- I will – can’t wait.
- Yes, eager to learn.
- Absolutely, love the training.
- Yes, if they are as nourishing as today!
- Yes, I love learning.
- Yes, this was very informative and useful.
- Yes, refreshers are always good.
- I’ll attend because LIFE is EVERY DAY LEARNING!
- Yes, I want to be more involved with council and learn more.
- Yes, for personal improvement.
- Yes, offers ideas, growth and meeting new people.

Inquire about hosting a program in your area
Contact - nccwltdcontact@gmail.com